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Dear delegates: 

It is our greatest pleasure to welcome you to the Supreme Court of Justice. My name 

is Sophia Gonzalez Cardoso and in this court, I will have the pleasure to be your Chief Justice 

of the United States. Jose Eduardo Martinez Ochoathroughout the event will function as 

Associate Justice. We understand how Model UN can be stressful and a court committee 

could be one of the most challenging. One of my favorite things about Court is that it gives 

you a chance to have a variety of perspectives. You will work with your teammates and will 

have to share your position to join all of your ideas to determine the best solution according 

to the specific position established. It is very important to have a clear understanding of the 

subject because you will never know what role you will be. 

We are really glad to have you, and hope you enjoy being part of the court, we are 

eager to share this exciting experience with you. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to 

contact us; jmaritnez@plenus.edu.mx, sgonzalez@plenus.edu.mx 

 

ABOUT THE COURT  

Historical Info:  

The Supreme Court was established in 1789, is the highest tribunal in the Nation for               

all cases and under the Constitution or the laws of the United States. The Court is in charge                  

of making sure there is equal justice under law and also functions as guardian and interpreter                

of the Constitution.The Supreme Court consists of the Chief Justice of the United States and               

such number of Associate Justices as may be fixed by Congress.  
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How our court committee will work: 

➔ Judges: Makes sure that all the parties and witnesses follow all the Court’s procedure              

and make sure that everyone who comes to the Court gets a fair trial. The judge will                 

have to ask questions to the plaintiff and the defendant to decide if the accused is                

innocent or guilty  

➔ Petitioner: Oracle will play this position, is the one who will accuse oracle of              

committing the crime, have to convince the judges that oracle is guilty. 

➔ Defendant: Google is the defendant, it must prove itself innocent and take care of              

their reputation. 

➔ Supreme Court Justices: They will be nine members that will vote for the most              

appropriate side. They have the last word. 

➔ The Supreme Court of Justice: 9 members that will have the last word. They vote to                

decide which side results in being guilty or innocent (they are only present in the last                

session.   

 

Main Objective: 

➔ Address the copyrightability of software and the defense of fair use. 

Role: 

➔ It plays a crucial role for the country, not only because of the fact that this court                 

makes justice, it protects the civil rights, it has taken decisions that impact the whole               

nation and listens also teenagers opinions according to some of their ideas and             

opinions. The sides will debate by presenting their points or ideas, judges will be              

listening and questioning both of them, each side will need to be really well supported               
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and prepared to defend their role, each side will prepare a resolution paper and this               

one will be exposed to the members that are at the school, they will represent their                

side only supported by one member of the respective side chosen by the rest of the                

team, the supreme justices will vote and finally the judges will present their verdict              

with the decision took from the justices. 

 

Position paper format: 

➔ 1 page long 

➔ 3rd Person 

➔ Argumentative Essay 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In the 1990s, the company Sun created a programming language called Java, said             

language uses certain tools to manage the libraries called API (Application Programming            

Interface). When Oracle in 2010 buys Java it places a lawsuit against Google for copyright.               

Oracle is suing Google for 9 millions dollars, due to the fact that a part of android operating                  

system is built on stolen coded from the Java platform. This trial has been on-going for 8                 

years, Google has been able to win twice in the San Francisco federal court but Oracle always                 

appeals,  at last, it is going to the Supreme Court of Justice.  

But first of all, what is API and why is google using it? API is vital to make different                   

software programs work, helping others computer programs communicate with each other,           

for example, with API a smartphone app can communicate directly to the app cloud interface               

and operate. Google decided to use Java API to make Java programmers able to build               

Android apps without learning a new language. Oracle claims that the fundamental principles             
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of copyright law have been violated, Google copied 11.500 lines of computer code verbatim,              

as well as the complex structure and organization essential in Android code.  

 

Defendant-Google: 

Google argues that API can’t be attached to copyright protection because they            

constitute a “method of operation” or “system” for using the pre-written subroutines included             

in the Java platform, rather than the copyrighted software itself. It also said that API can’t be                 

copyrighted because they aren't original expressions protected by intellectual property law.           

Google also declared that they implemented the 37 API names themselves, which means that              

google re-wrote the code, but used the same names.  

 

Petitioner-Oracle: 

Oracle declares that APIs are protected by the copyright act. It establishes that             

original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression could be protected.              

So Oracle must show that its work is totally original, and resembles a taxonomy. 

Oracle argued in its brief-in-opposition that it shouldn’t be “required to let a competitor copy               

its code so that it can co-opt the fan base to create its own best-selling sequel.” 

 

Closing Remarks: 

This issue is tagged as the copyright case of the century, as two of the major                

enterprises on silicon valley and on the world tries to boicot one another. As this is new                 

terrain on the court of justice, it is possible that the choice taken could be able to omit certain                   

points by each side, however, this is a great step to virtual proprietary 

 

 

https://www.law.com/litigationdaily/2019/03/29/skilled-in-the-art-gearing-up-for-oracle-v-google-the-sequel-the-end-is-nigh-for-section-101-407-5800/
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Personal opinion: 

By reviewing both sides the judge believes that the claims Oracle establishes            

are weak. If we look at the act of copyrights we can clearly understand that systems and                 

digital procedures should be copyright free to assure a faster and greater technological             

development. 

If Oracle were able to win the case may be this would represent a threat to every other                  

software built up by java, due to the fact that many apps use API packages and Oracle could                  

be able to claim those as their creation 

 

QUESTIONS THAT MUST BE ADDRESSED: 

➔ Whether copyright protection extends to a software interface? 

➔ Does Android infringe Java copyright? 

➔ Does Android infringe the Oracle patent? 
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